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ARCTIC AMBULANCE in the nenetsjenets nation area of the soviet union a helicopter amublanceamu blance takes off car-
rying an ailing reindeer herder to the area hospital for medical treatment
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ARCTIC DOCTOR valery sobolev a nenetsjenets by origin works at the area hospital in the arkhangelskarkhangelsky region of
the russian federation speaking of disease in the soviet north a medical institute professor says in the north
diseases are specific and every doctor must know them
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CHILDRENS DIET ADJUSTED FOR CLIMATE soviet medical researchers have discodiscoveredisred that environment-

al considerations warrentwarrant climatic corrections in meals served in the schools the children attend the kindergar-

ten at pervomayskypervomsysky settlement in the arkhangelskarkhangelsky region
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NORTHERN recreation workers at the arkhangelskarkhangelsky flregioneglons pulp aand
paper combine enjoy a game of volleyball injn thathe gymnasium at peryomayskypervomaylky
settlement the soviet arctic boatboats some 2000 industrial enterprises and 600
farms and hunting lodges all photophotos courtesy of APN

doctors study conquerors of the coldwd

arctic0 health problemsprobeemsblems challenachallenrChallenr soviet medical science
by YURIYORI shnitnikovsiinitnikov

novosti press agency APN

since the intensive develop-
ment of productive forces in the
soviet union is drawing toio the
north populations from other
climatic zones this circum-
stance is confronting specialists
with a number of new problems
incincludingincludinludin & those of a medical and
biological nature one of the
odd scientific and educational
institutions of the soviet union
tackling medical problems of the
north within the framework of
the human adaptation pro
gramme is the arkhangelskarkhangelsky
medical institute

this is the northernmost
higher educational medical inst-
itution in the soviet union the
onezone otof whose research spreads

over an enormous territory of
the european north between
scandinavia and the uralsbrals ridge
the region is known as a land of
well developed forest cellulose
and paper and mining indust-
ries geological explorations of
thedie past few years have also
made it a prospectfulprospect ful fuel base
of the land for discovered here
are resources of coal petroleum
and gas now that residents
from other parts of the country
are coming north the problem
of their adaptation to thetile severe
conditions is the main trend oiof
research in the arkhangelskarkhangelsky in-
stitute

human adaptation
rational regime of work and

life unfailingun lading high spirits proper
nourishment and adequatee
clothes for cold weatherallweather all this
is included in the concept of hu-
man adaptation and is therefore
studied by the doctors they
have already introduced many
scientific recommendations in
arkhangelskarkhangelsky and other cities of
the north drinking water which
contained insufficient minerals
is now fluoridated the psych-
iatrists of the insititute offer ad-
vice

ad-
ice to newcomers who cannot
sleep during the white summer
nights for a long time some
8p000 arkhangelskarkhangelsky seamen and
fishermen workinworking under high
humid conditions fiadefiavehave been un-
dot the doctors observation
the lattattersters findsrinds have enabled
them to form the principles of
personnel recruitment and ela-
borate methods for treating
blodmod circulation disorders char-
acteristicact eristic of the north

the scientists are systemati-
cally making expeditions to the
aborigines of the extreme
north lyudmila nekrasova
medmeo has made it her specialty
to study natural infections and

their effect of man travellingTra velling
throughout the soviet zone of
the arctic spaces form norway
to alaska sshe camee upon quite a
few reservoirs arctic animals
and birds ailingalling from one or an-
other infectious disease where-
as hunters fishermen and rein
deer breedersbleeders who use this water
and process the skins of animals
manage to evade infectious dis-
eases nekrasova has drawn the
conclusion thaithat the aborabordigmesivinesigines
are immune to natural infect-
ions whose study is important
to further madicalmadican practice in
the north

climatic diet correction

another doctor lyubov
kotolevskayaolevskayaKot amedmmedM med liashas been
studying the peculiarities utof the
meals eaten by nemetsnenetsneriets clidchildrendren
in their boarding schools she
liashas recommended climatic cor-
rectionsrect ions to the daily menus of
the school canteens

soviet medical service is c
called a system of health pro-
tectiontec tion says professor nikolai
bichikhinBichi khin rector of the ark
hangelskliangelskhangelsk medical institute we
strive to make medical practice
prophylactical first and fore-
most but otof course if diseases
occur the doctor must be able
to fight them in the north dis-
eases are specific and every doc-
tor must know them

it may be added that profes-
sor bichikhinBichi khin is a graduate of the
same institute a surgeon who
shows his disciples how to save
the lives and health of each man
down to the last several years
ago he noted that 2540 per cent
of the patients in the arkhangelarchangel
sk hospitals are over 60 years of
age and even 80 year ol01oldsds are
operated upon what kind of
meals must these patients get
what kind of treatment howilow
reduce the risk of operations

lie replied to these questions
in a paper based on years of ob-
servationsservat ions over 11300300 patients
hisilis work has aroused the inter-
est of colleagues not only in the
USSR but in the USA canada
and finland as well

arctic farms and industry

in the arctic tundrasmundras and tai
gas there are 2000 industrial en-
terprisesterprisesterp rises some 600 collective
farms state farmsforms and hunting
arkelsartels3rtcls in the tenth five year
plan period almost 40000 mill-
ion roublescoubles are allotted for pro-
moting the productive forces of
only the remostestremos test parts of the
extreme north the doctors are
working shoulder to shoulder
with the conquerors of the land
of the cold academician vlad

kaznacheyev head of the hu-
man adaptation programmeprogrammaProgramme
says

the time is near when we
doctors will tackle not easeose his-
tories but cases of human
health building


